
Lightning Risk Score
Helping underwriters and agents to quickly and  
easily assess lightning strike exposure across the U.S.

The Need for Comprehensive Lightning Data
Each year, lightning causes approximately $4-5 billion dollars in property damage, 
making lightning among the costliest and most dangerous natural perils1. By employing 
historical lightning data from 2005 to present and combining it with multiple high-
resolution metrics, CoreLogic® Lightning Risk Score provides detailed insights to help 
property and casualty insurers make more informed decisions for individual locations.

Lightning Risk Score
House fires, power outages, wildfires, and power surges are just a few of the costly 
repercussions associated with lightning. According to NOAA, lightning-caused fires  
are responsible for over $407 million in property damage each year2. 

In a recent study conducted in Texas, one of the top 10 P&C insurance carriers reported  
a 5 percent increase in hail- and wind-related claims, while lightning-related claims 
increased over 52 percent in the past year3.

Historically, underwriters have relied on raw lightning data to determine a homeowner’s 
lightning exposure. This method, although informative, does not account for a variety of 
variables that could potentially increase a location’s lightning risk. 

Lightning Risk Score uses one of the most geographically and temporally-extensive 
lightning databases available in the United States. WSI, the Professional Division of The 
Weather Company, and CoreLogic have worked together to simplify the complex science 
of lightning by providing an easy-to-understand risk score that allows decision-makers 
to quickly and accurately assess this threat. The high resolution of this data reveals 
small-scale variances, neighborhood by neighborhood, that account for factors such as 
topography, climate, population density and other features that cause thunderstorms/
lightning to be more prevalent in some areas compared to others.

Top 10 states for  
yearly cloud-to-ground 
lightning strikes:

 1. Florida
 2. Oklahoma
 3. Iowa
 4. Illinois
 5. Missouri
 6. Arkansas
 7. Indiana
 8. Kansas
 9. Louisiana
 10. Mississippi
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Lightning Risk Score Methodology
The Lightning Risk Score is determined by calculating the 
number of cloud-to-ground lightning strikes within each 
250-square meter grid cell from 2005 to present. These 
strikes are detected by a network of over 100 sensors 
scattered throughout the continental United States. The 
lightning strikes are then aggregated and weighted across 
the area of interest and neighboring locations. Statistical 
analysis is also applied (Gaussian) to determine the relative 
risk of lightning striking at each grid cell.

The Risk Score and Risk Description are as follows:

In addition to the Risk Score and its associated Risk 
Description, historic lightning risk is also expressed  
via four other variables: 

 ► Maximum Daily Strikes

 ► Frequency of Daily Strikes

 ► Average Yearly Strikes

 ► Annual Strike Density

Interesting Statistics
 ► Last year alone, lightning strikes caused 9,443 fires  
with fires burning a total of 6,825,989 acres in the 
United States3. 

 ► Lightning starts approximately 4,400 house fires  
each year, costing over $283 million in total losses 

 ► Some 30 percent of all power outages annually 
are lightning related, on average, with total costs 
approaching $1 billion dollars1.

 ► Lightning-caused fire caused over 10x more acreage 
damage (421 acres) than human-caused fire (average  
of 42 acres), and often required a city’s full attention  
to controlling/putting out the fire4.

 ► In 2009, homeowners filed more than 185,000  
lightning strike-related claims, costing nearly $800 
million, with an average claim totaling nearly $4,3005. 

1 www.wsi.com/industries-lightning.htm  
or www.lightningsafety.com/nlsi_lls/nlsi_annual_usa_losses.htm

2  www.lightningsafety.noaa.gov/fire.htm

3 Source: www.insurancejournal.com/news/southcentral/2013/04/02/286798.htm

4 Based on internal CoreLogic analysis

5 Insurance Information Institute

Risk Description Risk Score

Minimal 0

Low 1-30

Moderate 31-70

High 71-90

Extreme 91-100


